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January 3rd, 2021-- Fundraising Drive Aims to Save Peoples Bank Theatre

(Originally aired November 7th, 2020) Marietta's Peoples Bank Theatre has been dark

since March because of COVID-19. Hunt Brawley, Executive Director of the theater, joins to

discuss the theater's latest fundraising drive and why it's so important to save this area landmark.

January 10th, 2021-- Habitat for Humanity Looks for Big Things in 2021

(Originally aired November 15th, 2020) Habitat for Humanity of the Mid-Ohio Valley

continues to place area families in newly-built homes, despite a pandemic that's reduced their

amount of volunteer labor and supply chain issues that have affected suppliers of both appliances

and building materials. Alvin Phillips of Habitat joins to discuss how the organization has

managed to maintain during COVID and what's next for Habitat as the calendar turns to 2021.

January 17th, 2021- - Nancy Creighton/Westbrook Health Services

The new year often brings a renewed focus on mental health. Nancy Creighton of

Westbrook Health Services joins to discuss ways to prioritize our mental health in 2021.

January 24th, 2021-- Serving the Area's Nonprofits Through COVID-19

COVID-19 has thrown a wrench into life in general, but it has particularly changed

everything for area nonprofits and the foundations that provide support for them. The Marietta

Community Foundation recently announced that in 2020, they were able to provide more cash

assistance to area groups than in any prior year. Heather Allender of the Marietta Community

Foundation joins to describe their work and how they were able to help so many during a time of

struggle for so many.



January 31st, 2021-- Spring Programs in the Marietta College Entrepreneurship Expo

This year's Mid-Ohio Valley Entrepreneurship Expo moved to an online delivery format

because of COVID-19. That format will continue for the Spring 2021 semester. Dr. Jacqueline

Khorassani of the Marietta College Entrepreneurship Program joins to discuss how things

worked in the fall semester and to preview what's ahead this spring.

February 7th, 2021 - State of Tobacco Control Report Shows Bleak Findings in W. Virginia

The American Lung Association releases an annual State of Tobacco Control Report each

year, grading all 50 states on their responses in the areas of tobacco control and cessation. This

year's report is particularly bleak for West Virginia. American Lung Association spokesperson

Molly Pisciottano joins to discuss the findings and how things can improve for West Virginia in

this critical public health issue.

February 14th, 2021 - Update on the Progress at The Dils Center

In late 2019, entrepreneurs Vinny Kunze and Angela Harris bought Parkersburg's Dils

Center with the purpose of developing it into a mixed-use event space. Vinny and Angela join the

show to discuss the latest developments at the Dils Center, including a new nightclub.

February 21st, 2021- - Dealing with Depression and Bipolar During a Pandemic

Depression and bipolar disorder can be isolating in and of themselves, but how do

sufferers cope during a pandemic that's left everyone feeling cut off from friends and family?

Diane Kissinger of the Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance of West Virginia joins to

discuss the issue, and to share information about the new check-in calls they're sponsoring for

those needing a regular wellness check.



February 28th, 2021--WVU-P Celebrates 60th Birthday with Community Initiative

West Virginia University at Parkersburg is celebrating it's 60th birthday with a yearlong

community service initiative. David Creel, the college's Special Events & Projects Director, joins

to discuss plans for the event.

March 7th, 2021 - - Structurally Deficient Roads & Bridges Have Huge Impact for Drivers

A large number of West Virginia's highways and bridges are structurally deficient,

leading to a big impact for both the state's drivers and economy.  Carolyn Kelly of TRIP, a

Washington, DC based transportation nonprofit, is a co-author of a report detailing the impact of

the state's highways and bridges on West Virginia drivers and joins to share the findings of that

report.

March 14th, 2021 - Sharon Kesselring - Blood Donors Needed During Red Cross Month

March is American Red Cross Month.  Sharon Kesselring from the local chapter joins to

discuss the need for both blood donors and volunteers to help respond to disasters, both

regionally and nationally. She also discusses the importance of fire safety in a year where the Red

Cross has responded to a record number of home fires.

March 21st, 2021- - Engineers' Organization Issues Report Card on Infrastructure

The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) recently issued their report card on

American infrastructure. Rodney Holbert, a local engineer and representative of ASCE, joins to

discuss the national and statewide findings, plus what needs to be done to address infrastructure

issues at the state and local levels.

March 28th, 2021- - Wood County Society Holds Big Fundraising Event Today

The Wood County Society's Annual Telethon is their largest annual fundraiser. Executive

Director Brandon Gress joins to discuss the event and how the funds help the organization fulfill

its mission locally.
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The Brain Defense–January 3rd, 2021

Does someone s guilt or innocence in a court of law depend upon the condition of their

brain? Some attorneys say brain health is a valid defense. Then, chronic illnesses such as Lyme

disease have impacted millions of Americans. But a misdiagnosis can easily happen, leaving

patients at risk for disability or even death.

The EMP Threat & Is Virtual Learning Here to Stay?–January 10th, 2021

It's a serious threat to life as we know it. It's called an electromagnetic pulse or EMP.

Without government steps to protect the national electrical grid, all of us remain at risk. Then,

when the pandemic finally ends, some schools plan to continue virtual learning, though some

parents question its effectiveness. And, while COVID-19 has been the focus of so much attention

this year, the opioid crisis has continued unabated and has even worsened, as more than 40 states

have reported increases.

Baby Bonds & the Best Renewable Energy Sources–January 17th, 2021

Is there a better option than Social Security to fund the retirement of Americans? One

financial expert thinks so! It starts with a small investment when a child is born and grows

through their lifetime. Then, what's the best source of renewable power generation, solar wind or

something else? The answer may surprise you. And, black children are removed from their

families for abuse and neglect at much greater rates than any other ethnic group. An expert

explains the role of race, poverty and substance abuse in the issue.



Growing Hunger In America & Heart Attack Disparities–January 24th, 2021

When families in America don't have enough food to eat, they not only suffer from

hunger, but other problems too, such as fatigue and depression. And the pandemic has only made

things worse, Then, women face a significantly higher risk of death then men following a heart

attack. What are the reasons? And how can survival rates be improved? And, how we spend and

save our money is influenced by psychological factors and ingrained habits according to one

expert.

Prescription Drugs and Children–January 31st, 2021

Every day, US poison control centers get dozens of calls about kids being exposed to

prescription drugs. An expert shares the disturbing facts. Then, the number of autism cases in the

United States is rapidly growing. How are special education programs responding to the

situation?

 Kids and ERs During COVID, and Is Your Tap Water Safe?–February 7th, 2021

The pandemic has changed many things. One troubling trend is that some parents wait

longer before bringing their sick children to the emergency room. Then, is your tap water safe to

drink?  It's common knowledge that chemicals are used to treat the your community s water

supply. But the chemicals used may cause unintended consequences. And, a recent study

suggests that without the right messaging, wearing masks could actually lead to more COVID-19

infections.

 Credit Card Debt and Deaths of Despair Both On the Rise–February 14th, 2021

Over half of adult Americans--who already owed money on their credit cards--added

more to their card debt in the past year. A recent survey shows the millennial generation was hit

hardest. Then, then a study of suicides and alcohol and drug-related deaths shows a disturbing

rise in these  deaths of despair  over the past year. And, high blood pressure is unhealthy and your



doctor may recommend a daily brisk walk to bring it down. But a recent study points to an even

more effective activity to lower your blood pressure.

Cutting Insurance Costs, Creating Disability-Friendly Workplaces–February 21st, 2021

Are you paying too much for your insurance--possibly way too much? We'll talk to an

expert to learn about possible discounts that can save you money. Then, how can workplaces be

more supportive and accommodating to employees with disabilities, physical and otherwise? One

of the nation's most respected diversity and inclusion experts says it all begins with having the

right mindset. And a recent study found a surprising link between a student's achievements in

music and math.

Struggling Teenagers, Importance of Insects,  Texas Energy Meltdown–February 28th, 2021

The pandemic lockdowns created many challenges for every American. A major one is

social isolation, which has had a severe impact on teens and young adults. We'll talk to a

counselor who says research has found high levels of anxiety and depression in this age group.

He'll discuss the issue and the surprising value of video gaming, outdoor activities and jobs for

young men who are struggling. Then, while they may be annoying, experts say humans couldn't

exist without insects. We'll hear from an expert to learn why everyone should be concerned by

studies that sound the alarm about plummeting insect numbers and diversity. The nation was

shocked at the recent failure of the Texas electrical grid. Are other areas of the country at risk of

similar outages? We'll find out from an energy fellow from the University of Houston.

Zoom Fatigue, Skyglow &Pregnancies, & Childproofing Your Home–March 7th, 2021

Millions of Americans are participating in virtual meetings--otherwise known as Zoom

meetings-- leading to a very real concern: Zoom fatigue. But there are ways to avoid video

conferencing burnout. Then, surprising results of research has found that street lights, neon signs,

and other nighttime light pollution can result in preterm births and underweight babies. And,



every 30 minutes, a child in the U.S. is injured from a TV or furniture tip-over incident. We'll get

critical advice for parents, on how to secure televisions in homes where young children live or

visit.

A Warning for Parents About Marijuana Legalization–March 14th, 2021

As more and more states legalize marijuana, some medical experts have a warning for

parents of teenagers- studies have shown that use of the drug by adolescents can have an adverse

effect on brain development. Then, a recent study shows that female athletes have a higher risk of

concussions than men.

Age Discrimination, & How to Motivate Your High School Student–March 21st, 2021

Does age discrimination cause older women in the workplace to pull back from

high-powered roles? One expert thinks so. She explains how older women can reclaim their

confidence and power. Then, parents may think if a kid isn't showing motivation to work hard in

school, that may never change. But recent research shows there's a key to unlock motivation.

And, a tsunami of unemployment fraud is sweeping the states, costing taxpayers BILLIONS of

dollars. We'll examine the reasons and what to do if you are targeted by fraudsters

Biggest Mistake in Retirement Planning, and Helping Teenagers Thrive–March 28th, 2021

Take whatever money you have saved for retirement, and cut it in half. That's what one

top retirement planning expert says, because most of us don't realize the dramatic impact of

taxes. But there are ways to minimize the pain. Then, rates of suicide, bullying and mental

disorders are rising rapidly among teenagers, but there are specific ways to help young people

thrive. And, the worldwide pandemic has led to the use and disposal of hundreds of billions of

disposable face masks. Experts are concerned about the environmental impact. 


